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Probabilit2 $Ilogism?

by NICHOLAS GEORGESCU-ROEGEN
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

Tnn pnoslsrnt of whether the probability syllogism is a logical tool in good
philosophical standing has been for a long time the obiect of -intellectual
hebates, yet a generally accepted answer does not seem near. It is in the
nature of philoiophicai queries to rebel against almost any answer. Thus,
to deal in itris short note with more than one aspect the above title might
suggest would be entirely presumpt_uous. In_deed, I will consider here only
thE"question of whether the probability syllogism has- succumbed to Mr.
Chatalian's arguments.l I will ignore here, therefore, whether the obiective
of Mr. chatalian's attack did or did not exist. This is in perfect accord
with the material implication. In other words' proving that Mr. Chatalian's
arguments did not Jucceed in dispatching_ his intended victim does not
b&r any consequence upon the status of this victim.
Ur. btratatian's guillotine consists mainly of the "Principle,(t) " '
that, if P implies R, then the conjunct of P and Q, for,any Q whatsoever,
necessarily siill implies R" (p. 52). With this, he decapitates the syllogisms A and A,, (p. 51). But trouble for Mr. Chatalian aPPears es soon
as"one notices that neither A nor N are probability syllogisms, at least as
the Laplacean school understands this concept., (A1d to -whom else can
we turn for a correct definition of this syllogism, if we do not want to
deprive ex ante Mr. Chatalian's enterprise of all relevance?) It is by now,
I believe, unanimously accepted that the probability syllogism, if it is to
have any meaning at all, must fulfitl the principle of total evidence.s The

